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Abstract
Background
In addition to their widespread applications in various fields, cellular phones have some inappropriate
social consequences, including psychosocial addiction, degradation of values, reduced social
interactions, early maturity and endangering the psychological well-being of users. Therefore, the
present study aimed to investigate detrimental effects of Mobile phones on the psychological wellbeing of second grade students.
Materials and Methods
In this cross-sectional study, the sample population included 269 second grade students (107 boys and
162 girls) in Kermanshah, Iran in 2018 and being in the 10-18 age-range who were selected using
cluster sampling. As for data collection, the Jenaro’s Cell-Phone Over-Use scale and Ryff’s
psychological well-being scale were utilized, which were filled out by the students themselves.
Results
The results of the present study demonstrated that the means of the deleterious use of mobile phones
and psychological well-being measured 44.71±16.45 (total score=126), and 63.86±14.43 (total
score=84), respectively. The results also indicated that the observed F (F=10.12) was significant at
p<0.005, and the predictor variables together explained 0.33 of the variance of psychological wellbeing. Moreover, it was shown that the deleterious use of mobile phones and psychological wellbeing significantly and negatively correlated at p<0.005, r=0.49.
Conclusion
According to this study, it was revealed that the deleterious overuse of mobile phones and
psychological well-being were significantly and negatively correlated; which means that the higher
the use of mobile phones, the more vulnerable the psychological well-being becomes.
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1- INTRODUCTION
Mobile Phones, as a telecommunication
device, are highly capable of increasing
the diversity of information and
entertainments available to individuals and
organizations around the world (1).
Nowadays, with the emergence of new
technologies in the field of Information
and Communications Technology (ICT), a
myriad
of
problems
related
to
communication and information have been
resolved, the path to reaching the latest
news and information in the shortest time
is now available, and cyberspace has
created
new
frontiers
in
social
communication (2). One of these
technologies is Mobile Phones, which is a
rapidly growing phenomenon in the world,
so that the number of its subscribers in
some countries has exceeded their
populations (3). Moreover, this technology
is nowadays a concept far beyond
communication and is an inseparable part
of human life (4).
Given the rapid advancement of this
technology and the expansion of the
capabilities of mobile phones (5), as well
as
the
growing
services
of
telecommunication companies (6), the way
this communication device is used has
changed and even in some cases, its
overuse (7), and obsessive-compulsive
application (8) have led to some
deleterious consequences. Research has it
that the use of cellular phones while
driving raises the rate of driving accidents
tenfold (9). The mobile phones growing
capabilities have also deteriorated the
situation since they allow their users to use
them at any time and place for
communication, entertainment, or other
purposes (10). Such benefits have made
mobile phones popular, thereby increasing
the extreme use of this technology. Any
excessive and compulsory use of mobile
phones is regarded by researchers as one
of the symptoms of non-drug addiction
(11). Additionally, non-drug addiction and
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its resultant health problems are nowadays
seen as a global concern, which threatens
the health of adolescents and the youth.
Such behaviors are rooted in childhood
and adolescence and are considered health
problems. Therefore, more attention
should be paid to them, and the decisive
factors in displaying such behaviors need
to be addressed. Walsh et al. (2011)
reported that the use of mobile phones is
seen as a cognitive and behavioral problem
(12), and numerous studies have examined
the detrimental use of this technology and
its addiction from different perspectives
(13, 14). Some researchers have expressed
that such behaviors have negative effects
on the mental health and well-being of
children. The clinical dimensions and
exactly how the excessive use of mobile
phones can lead to psychological
incompatibility are still matters of debate.
For the most part, Mobile Phones are a
vital device for facilitating communication
and their overuse is one of the behavioral
issues associated with the internet
addictive capacity (15, 16).
It should be noted that limited studies have
been
conducted
in
this respect.
Nevertheless, evidence suggests that the
excessive use of Mobile Phones is
associated with other behavioral patterns
such as staying up late at night as well as
affective affiliation, which is created in the
minds of users, so that they believe they
cannot live without Mobile Phones. These
findings support the negative effects of
excessive use of Mobile Phones and their
deleterious impacts on students' physical
and psychological health (17). Today,
conducting research on the psychological
well-being of students is rising.
Psychological
well-being refers to
assessing the satisfaction of people from
various aspects of life (18). The
individuals who have high levels of wellbeing have great experiences of life
satisfaction and frequent joy and rarely
experience unpleasant feelings like anger
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and sadness, and vice versa (19). Wellbeing leads to the balanced development
and well-being of human beings and paves
the way for the proper growth of talents.
Moreover, one’s growth and quality of
relationships depend on how much this
issue is valued (20, 21). When you have a
high sense of well-being in life, more
positive emotions are experienced, you
have a positive assessment of yourself,
others and the surrounding events, which
are described as pleasant. While those with
low levels of well-being evaluate the
above items as undesirable and experience
negative emotions such as anxiety and
depression in their relationships (22).
The expansion of urbanization has led to
the introduction of mobile phones as a
symbol of all-inclusive communication in
the present age, thereby bringing this
technology closer to the concept of
widespread virtual community. On the
other hand, mobile phones, as a
charismatic technology, have received a
cultural embodiment compared to other
technologies such as laptops and have
widely entered the social life of people
(23). Therefore, given that the mental
health of children is regarded as one of the
prominent subjects in psychological and
sociological debates, and the fact that
many students of today have access to
cellular phones and use them for various
goals, this situation results in their
academic failure and reduced educational
performance. Therefore, the present study
aimed to investigate detrimental effects of
mobile phones on the psychological wellbeing of second graders in Kermanshah,
Iran.
2- MATERIALS AND METHODS
2-1. Study design and population
In a cross-sectional study, the
detrimental effects of mobile phones on
the psychological well-being of second
graders in Kermanshah, Iran, were
investigated. Besides, the statistical
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population of the present study included all
second grade students in the academic year
2017-2018.
2-2. Methods
In this research, having used the cluster
sampling, of the three districts in the
education department of Kermanshah, the
third district was chosen, and of the
schools in this district, two girls’ schools
and two boys’ schools were randomly
selected. Then, nine classes (five girls’
classes and four boys’ classes) were
selected from the total classes. Finally, 269
subjects entered the study and responded
to the questionnaires. The inclusion criteria
were consent to participate in the study,
having a personal cellular phone, and
being in the 10-18 year age-range,
studying in second grade. However, the
subjects who were younger than 10 or
older than 18 years were excluded from
the study.
2-3. Measuring
reliability

tools: validity

and

2-3-1. Cell-Phone Over-Use Scale (COS)
(22)
This scale was developed by Jenaro et al.
(2007), and the reliability of the scale
through internal consistency measured
0.85 among male and female Spanish
students (24). This scale consists of 10
psychological indices from the diagnostic
manual and classification of mental
disorders. This scale is a 23-item
questionnaire designed to measure the
deleterious use of mobile phones. This
scale is based on ten psychological indices
of DSM-5 (23). Furthermore, it has no
subscales and is scored on a six-point
Likert scale (1-never, 2-almost never, 3sometimes, 4-often, 5-almost always, and
6-always). In a research that was
performed to assess the validity and
reliability of the Persian version of this
questionnaire, 21 items had proper
validity. As mentioned earlier, the English
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and Persian versions of the scale have 23
and 21 questions, respectively. Each
question is scored from 1 to 6, and the total
score of 21 questions shows the total score
of the subject (Minimum score=21,
Maximum score=126). Yasmine Nejad et
al. (2011) reported the reliability of this
questionnaire
using
the
testretest reliability (α=0.90) (25). However,
in the present study, the Cronbach's alpha
measured 0.83.

2-4. Procedure

2-3-2. Ryff's Psychological
Being (PWB) Scale (24)

To this end, the objectives of the present
study
were
explained
to
the
parent/guardian and they were assured of
the confidentiality of the collected
information. Moreover, they had the right
to freely accept or reject participation in
the
research.
So
we
obtained
parental/guardian consent for students to
take part.

Well-

This 42-item scale, that encompasses 6
distinct
dimensions
of
wellness
(Autonomy,
Environmental
Mastery,
Personal Growth, Positive Relations with
Others, Purpose in Life, Self-Acceptance),
was developed by Ryff et al. (26).
Moreover, the questions are scored on a
six-point Likert scale (ranging from
strongly disagree=1 to strongly agree=6),
minimum score= 14, maximum score= 84.
As for the validity of the tool, the
correlation between this tool and each of
Bradburn’s Scale of Psychological Wellbeing, Newgarton’s Life Satisfaction and
Rosenberg’s Self-Respect was examined,
and the results were acceptable. The testretest reliability coefficient of this scale
was 0.82. Furthermore, the Cronbach's
alpha values for each of the subscales in
Ryff’s scale were as follows: selfacceptance (0.93), relationships with the
others (0.91), autonomy (0.86), dominance
over environment (0.90), goal in life
(0.90), and personal growth (0.87) (24). In
a study performed by Kalantarkousheh and
Navarbafi (2012), the Cronbach's alpha for
Ryff’s Psychological Well-Being scale in a
sample of 860 subjects measured 0.92
(25). According to Kalantar Kousheh and
Navarbafi’s study (2012), the scale
possessed a suitable validity and reliability
(27). In addition, in the present study, the
Cronbach's alpha for Ryff’s Psychological
Well-Being scale measured 0.91.
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First, the necessary permits were received
from the education department of
Kermanshah to perform the study. Then,
some letters of introduction were issued by
the department, in which the researchers
were referred to the selected boys’ and
girls’ schools to make the preparations and
conduct the research.
2-5. Ethical consideration

2-6. Data analysis
For data analysis, the descriptive and
inferential statistics were employed using
SPSS software version 22.0. For data
analysis, the descriptive statistics of
frequency
distribution,
Minimum,
Maximum, Mean and Standard Deviation
(SD) were used, and to examine the
relationship between Detrimental Use of
Cellular Phones and Psychological Wellbeing, the Pearson correlation coefficient
was employed and simultaneous regression
analysis was used to predict the
psychological well-being. Statistical level
of P<0.05.
3- RESULTS
Of the total of 269 students in the
present study, 162 students (64%) were
girls and 107 (36%) were boys. The results
demonstrated that the mean and standard
deviations of the deleterious use of mobile
phones and psychological well-being
measured 44.71±16.45 (of total score 126),
and 63.86±14.43 (of total score 84),
respectively. Moreover, the mean and
standard deviations of subscales were as
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follows: self-acceptance (10.19±3.24), the
goal in life (13.44±4.75), dominance over
relationships (12.34±3.67), relationship

with the others (11.21±2.11), personal
growth (14.01±5.08), and autonomy
(11.78±4.53) (Table.1).

Table-1: Mean of the Detrimental use of Mobile Phones and Psychological Well-being.
Variables
Mobile-phone over-use
Self-acceptance
Goal in life
Dominance over relationships
Relationships with the others
Personal growth
Autonomy
Total well-being

Frequency
269
269
269
269
269
269
269
269

Minimum
21
4
7
8
5
6
9
1

Maximum
126
17
22
19
23
19
18
84

Mean
44.71
10.19
13.44
12.34
11.21
14.01
11.78
63.86

Standard Deviation
16.45
3.24
4.75
3.67
2.11
5.08
4.53
14.43

used to predict the psychological wellbeing of students, and the results
demonstrated that the observed F
(F=10.12) was significant at p<0.005, and
the predictor variables together explained
0.33 of the variance of psychological wellbeing.
Therefore,
the
regression
coefficients of the predictor variables
indicated that the subscales could predict
the psychological well-being with the β
and t values as follows: self-acceptance
(β=-0.33 and t=3.09), and dominance over
relationships (β= -0.31 and t=-2.89),
interpersonal relationships (β=-0.67 and
t=-5.66) and the total score of
psychological well-being (β=2.78 and t=
4.76) could predict the psychological wellbeing (Table.3).

Moreover, it was shown that the
deleterious use of mobile phones and the
total score of psychological well-being
significantly and positively correlated at r=
0.49 and p<0.005. In addition, there was a
positive and significant correlation
between the score of the deleterious use of
Mobile Phones with each of selfacceptance,
dominance
over
the
environment, and personal growth at
p<0.005. However, the deleterious use of
mobile phones significantly and negatively
correlated with relationship with the
others. The results also revealed that there
was no relationship between the
psychological well-being and each of goal
in life and autonomy (Table.2). Further,
the simultaneous regression analysis was

Table-2: The Correlation between the Detrimental Use of Mobile Phones and Psychological Well-being in
participants (n=269).
Variables
Detrimental use of
Mobile Phones

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0.31**

0.08

0.28**

-0.20**

0.42**

0.18

0.30**

Self-acceptance

0.25**

1

0.26**

0.38**

-0.07

0.29**

-0.06

0.51**

Goal in life

0.09

0.27**

1

0.08

0.09

0.24**

0.27**

0.53**

0.26**

0.37**

0.008

1

0.04

0.38**

0.15

0.8**

-0.22**

-0.04

0.09

0.03

1

0.14

-0.27**

0.33**

0.22**

0.37**

0.12

1

0.23**

0.67**

Dominance over
the environment
Relationships with
the others
Personal growth

0.41**

0.31**
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-0.08

Autonomy

0.14

Total well-being

-0.27**

0.50**

0.27**

0.14

-0.22**

0.22**

1

0.29**

0.52**

0.7**

0.30**

0.68**

0.30**

1

* P<0.05, ** P<0.01.

Table-3: The Results of Enter Method Regression Analysis for the Prediction of Psychological Wellbeing Based on the Detrimental use of Mobile Phones in participants (n=269).
Criterion
Variable

R

R2

F

Predictor variable

B

SE

T

P-value

Self-Acceptance
-2.01
0.7
-0.33
-3.09
0.004
Domination over
-2.11
0.5
-0.31
-2.89
0.002
relationships
Interpersonal
-2.33 0.56
-0.67
-5.66
0.001
relationships
Total Score of Well3.45
0.44
2.78
4.76
0.001
being
R: Correlation; R2: R Square: The coefficient of determination; F: Variance Inflation Factor; B: Beta; SE:
Error of the Estimate; β: Beta standardized regression coefficients; T: Tolerance.

Mobile phone
over-use

0.49

0.33

10.12

4- DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to investigate
the detrimental effects of mobile phones
on the psychological well-being of second
graders in Kermanshah, Iran. The results
revealed that the deleterious use of mobile
phones and psychological well-being were
significantly and negatively correlated.
This finding was concurrent with the
results of previous studies (5, 15). To
further explicate the matter, it can be
expressed that mobile phones are one of
the devices that are highly applied in
human communications. Moreover, with
the passage of time, the need for using
mobile phones in life, which play vital
roles in the socialization process, becomes
greater. The intrinsic nature of collective
life in human beings necessitates the
relationship with the others as an
inevitable issue. Today, people are more
dependent on mobile phones for
communication purposes than in the past.
In fact, mobile phones is a technology that
has gained popularity among the younger
generation in the short term, because using
mobile phones is a social behavior and
since the youth are at a stage of life in
which their communications and social
networks actively develop, they overuse
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this technology, thereby leading to
addiction to cellular phones. In this regard,
Carbonell et al. (2018) believes that the
excessive use of something should be
regarded as an addictive behavior (28).
According to the American Psychological
Association, if someone uses something
excessively without knowing about the
passage of time and not meeting his/her
basic needs, his/her behavior should be
seen as one of the three major signs of
non-drug addiction (15). Therefore, such
behaviors are considered the public health
problems, which endanger the health of
individuals, and the psychological wellbeing is not limited to either the negative
aspects or the elimination of the negative
effects of human beings. According to
World Health Organization (WHO), a
healthy person is one who has proper
biological, social and psychological
conditions. As a result, the psychological
well-being
denotes
one’s
optimal
psychological
functioning
and
performance. Well-being is defined in
terms of the quality and quantity of
components whereby people find their
lives enjoyable. In other words, how you
evaluate your life is related to well-being
(29-31). In effect, psychological well-
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being is the emotional and cognitive
responses to understanding personal
abilities and characteristics, efficient and
effective equilibrium with the world in a
proper relationship with the community,
and positive development over time, which
includes satisfaction with life, energy, and
positive mood (32). Accordingly, the
deleterious use of mobile phones results in
reduced child psychological well-being.
Hence, it seems that paying attention to the
effective social aspects of cellular phones
is the only way in which, in addition to
showing respect for students' self-esteem,
adequate control and supervision can be
given to the communication issues. It is
hoped that the right culture of using
mobile phones will fit into the community
through adopting appropriate plans. In this
context, cultural institutions (educational
centers, mass media and education
department) play key roles in the correct
education of this technology.
Not to mention, the present study was
faced with some demographic limitations,
so that the participants were all students in
the 7-12 age range, thereby reducing the
generalizability of the results. Therefore,
doing research on non-academic samples
would be beneficial. Given the effects of
using this technology on friendly
relationships, spending leisure time, and
the intergenerational relationships between
children and parents, it should be taken
into account in educational programs.
Besides, since mobile phones are
considered a key tool for children and
adolescents in managing their activities,
experts and planners can adopt, design and
implement some educational measures to
shape their leisure time based on their
capabilities. The study also utilized selfreports by students which are subject to
dishonesty, exaggeration of responses and
other such biases and is a limitation of the
study. Finally, use of descriptivecorrelational design fails to establish
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causal linkages and more studies are
needed.
5- CONCLUSION
According to this study, it was revealed
that the deleterious over use of mobile
phones and psychological well-being were
significantly and negatively correlated.
This means that the higher the use of
mobile phones, the psychological wellbeing becomes more vulnerable.
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